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                                               Ljubljana Summer School 2019 

There are no refunds for paid organized trips. If you decide not to attend, you can find a substitute participant and arrange the handover of the 
money on your own. We reserve the right to make changes to the organized trips as and when necessary. We also reserve the right to cancel a 
trip due to lack of interest or if any other circumstances beyond our control prevent us from organizing it. In case of cancellation from our side, 

we will refund the paid fees in full or offer the possibility to apply for a different trip (if there are available places). 

 

               

            

 Saturday, 20 July 

      Nordic Centre Planica and Kranjska Gora  
The Planica Valley has been a very significant place for Nordic sports since the thirties of the last century, when it 

claimed the first ski jumping world record and when it also gave birth to a new discipline called ski flying. Since then, 

the ski jumping and ski flying competition in Planica became one of the national symbols of Slovenia.  

In 2007 the valley became the site of a major renovation, which lasted until the year 2015 and which brought to life 

the Nordic Centre Planica – a modern Nordic skiing complex that boasts one ski flying hill, seven ski jumping hills, a 

cross-country skiing tracks and various summer activities like zip-line on the ski flying hill (it lasts 40 seconds and is 

the steepest in the world). The Nordic Centre received the Biennial Maks Fabiani Award for outstanding works in 

urban, regional and spatial planning. You will hear all about it on our guided tour.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Later on we will head off to Kranjska Gora, to the beautiful small alpine lake Jasna which is surrounded by beautiful 

views and trails. The various walking paths around the lake provide fairy-tale locations for photographers to capture 

the beauty of this hidden Slovenian gem in all its glory. The new features are new beach areas and better access for 

swimmers / sunbathers, newly opened bar / ice cream parlour and a new three-tiered wooden diving platform, 

resembling a castle turret. If you find time, you can take a walk to visit the town of Kranjska gora (located 2km from 

the lake). 

 

Preliminary schedule: 

 Departure from Ljubljana: 9.30 

 Nordic Centre guided tour: 11.00 -12.30 

 Visit of Lake Jasna and free time: 13.00 – 16.00 

 Arrival to Ljubljana: around 17.30 

 

PRICE OF THE TRIP: 33 EUR 

Included in the price: bus transport (both ways) with tour guide, Nordic Centre Planica entrance fee and guided tour 


